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HOW TO READ THIS REPORT

This report draws on data from three sources: an IRB-approved survey of University of Texas 

at Austin students,  in-depth interviews with students, and data from the National Study for 

Learning, Voting, and Engagement (NSLVE). The findings are from 2020 to 2021, with the year 

noted in each section. 

For the IRB-approved research study on campus, which we call the TX Votes 2020 survey, stu-

dents were recruited to participate through email requests sent out by professors and various 

student organizations online. Unless otherwise noted, the data in this report come from this 

survey.  We gathered responses from 595 students. It is important to note that the data were 

gathered from a convenience sample, which means that caution is warranted in generalizing 

to the entire University of Texas at Austin population. It is possible, for example, that students 

would be less likely to participate in an interview or survey about voting if they did not engage 

with the political process. The opinions expressed, however, give an important snapshot into 

what some students on the campus think about voting and civic engagement. It is also import-

ant to note that small numeric differences across groups of citizens may not be meaningful 

either substantively or statistically. Of the participants in this survey 63.7% identified as female, 

32% identified as male, 2% identified as non-binary or gender fluid, 1% identified as transgen-

der, 79% identified as liberal, 13.5% identified as moderate, and 7.5% identified as conservative.

At the end of the survey, students were asked if they would like to participate in an interview 

about their civic and political experiences on campus. Fifty students were interviewed. Of the 

interviewees, 70% identified as female, 26% identified as male, 4% identified as non-binary or 

gender fluid, 80% identified as liberal, 14% identified as moderate, and 6% identified as conser-

vative.

NSLVE asks questions on approximately 1,200 campuses nationwide. This report includes occa-

sional supplements, as well as general information regarding topics such as civic engagement 

and voting nationwide. For the University of Texas at Austin, the NSLVE data include informa-

tion regarding the voting and registration rates of all 51,000 students enrolled in 2020. 

Overall, this report focuses on: 1) the rates of political and civic engagement among University 

of Texas at Austin students, 2) motivations to vote, and 3) other factors that relate to the overall 

rates of participation, such as social pressure, political conversations, and education/degree area.
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A note on race: Texas is a diverse state made up of 61% Non-Hispanic whites, 19% Hispanic or 

Latinos, 12% Black or African-Americans, and 6% Asians.1 Based on University of Texas at Aus-

tin enrollment data, 39% of students identify as Non-Hispanic white, 23% as Hispanic, Latinx, 

or of Spanish Origin; 20% as Asian or Pacific Islander; and 4% as Black, African American, or 

African.2 In the TX Votes 2020 survey, 47% identified as Non-Hispanic whites; 28% identified as 

Asian or Pacific Islander; 26% identified as Hispanic, Latinx, or of Spanish Origin; 4% identified 

as Black, African American, or African; 3% of the student respondents identified as American 

Indian or Alaskan Native; 3% identified as Middle Eastern or North African; and 3% either pre-

ferred not to say or identified as some other race, ethnicity, or origin.3 Although not represen-

tative, the survey did include participants from diverse racial and ethnic groups. The analysis 

below, however, does not evaluate measures of civic health according to race. A long and rich 

history of academic research has found that differences in participation and engagement across 

races are largely driven by socioeconomic factors.4 Because data cited in this report could not 

account for individual-level socioeconomic differences, results are not presented according to 

race in order to avoid conclusions misattributing race as a cause for differences in civic health.

1  US Census Bureau. (2021). “Texas has added almost 4 million people in the last decade.” https://www.census.gov/library/stories/

state-by-state/texas-population-change-between-census-decade.html. 

2 Data USA. (2020). “The University of Texas at Austin.” https://datausa.io/profile/university/the-university-of-texas-at-austin.

3 This data is not mutually exclusive, students were encouraged to select all races, ethnicities, and origins that apply

4 Marvin Olsen. (1970). “Social and political participation of blacks.”; Jan Leighley and Arnold Vedlitz. (1999). "Race, ethnicity, and 

political participation.”; and Frederick Solt. (2010). “Does economic inequality depress electoral participation?”
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VOTING BY THE NUMBERS

The University of Texas at Austin saw record-high registration and voting in the 2020 election.5 

This is especially remarkable considering the challenges and health concerns facing many 

individuals, including students, when accessing the polls. According to the National Study 

for Learning, Voting, and Engagement (NSLVE), this monumental increase was also reflected 

nationally. In 2016, the average voting rate amongst all NSLVE college campuses was 54 per-

cent, and in 2020, the average voting rate amongst all NSLVE college campuses increased to 66 

percent.6 From 2016 to 2020, the University of Texas at Austin saw a 17.7 point increase in voter 

turnout overall reaching 75.8 percent.7 

5 Institute for Democracy and Higher Education. (2021). “Student Voting Rates for the University of Texas at Austin: 2020 NSLVE 

Campus Report.” Tufts University and Institute for Democracy and Higher Education.

6 Institute for Democracy and Higher Education. (2021). “Student Voting Rates for the University of Texas at Austin: 2020 NSLVE 

Campus Report.” Tufts University and Institute for Democracy and Higher Education.

7 ibid.

FIGURE 1. VOTING RATE OF 
REGISTERED STUDENTS

UT Austin, NSLVE data

FIGURE 2. VOTING RATE

UT Austin, NSLVE data
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Voting Method

UT saw an increase of 11 points in early voting in 2020, compared to 2016. This was accompa-

nied by an 11 point decrease in in-person election day voting.8 The early voting period was ex-

tended for the November 2020 election by 6 days. Originally, early voting was slated to begin on 

October 19, 2020; however, it was moved up to October 13, 2020.9 This extension could explain 

the shift in voting methods for UT students. 

TABLE 1. VOTING METHOD

UT Austin, NSLVE data

8 ibid.

9 Office of the Texas Governor. (2020). “Governor Abbott Extends Early Voting Period For November 3rd Election.” Office of the Texas 

Governor, https://gov.texas.gov/news/post/governor-abbott-extends-early-voting-period-for-november-3rd-election.

10 Students were asked to select the reason that most motivated them to vote, the data presented is mutually exclusive

MOTIVATION TO VOTE

The TX Votes 2020 survey data and subsequent in-depth interviews revealed that UT students 

believe electoral participation is important, and feel strongly that voters should be making in-

formed decisions. Although there is general consensus that making it to the polls is important, 

the motivation behind that decision varies. Students were most frequently motivated to vote 

by a sense of civic duty (privilege to exercise the right to vote), a desire for policy change, or a 

connection with a specific candidate.10 The data presented are mutually exclusive, as students 

were asked to select only one primary consideration.
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Civic Duty

Students’ most common primary motivation to vote was civic duty. This outranked the next 

highest primary motivating factor, a policy position, by more than 30 percentage points. Below 

are comments from students who were interviewed; their thoughts provide further insight into 

their motivations and duty to vote.  

2311: I'm always gonna vote. I see it as one of the duties as a citizen in the United 

States. So I'm really cliche and trite with that, I think it's incumbent upon me al-

ways, even if I don't agree with anything on the ballot, or don't see it as of signif-

icance, I'll always come out to vote, and I will always do my research prior to it. 

It's just a part of being an American.

More than 50% of students were motivated to vote by a sense of civic duty. Several students 

mentioned that they felt encouraged by being an active member in the community. It seems 

students recognize that voting is essential to society, and they want to be active participants. 

Students feel a strong sense of being an American, and what that means to them. To some, 

FIGURE 3. PRIMARY MOTIVATION TO VOTE

UT Austin, TX Votes 2020 Study

11 Interview participants were assigned a random number between 1 to 50; their quotes are identified by their assigned number 

throughout the report.

2.3%

2.8%

5.0%

11.2%

54.0%

21.3%
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being a voter is a patriotic duty that is fueled by the understanding that this is an earned right. 

Although men have been privileged to vote for centuries, women and minorities were not al-

ways given that same privilege. 

14: Everything has to do with politics and who you elect for our government, and 

its people say. It's a right, not an obligation– I get that. But our ancestors have 

fought for our right to vote. I mean, the 19th Amendment is women's right to vote. 

And I just feel like this is why you're in a democracy and not another country, if 

you're given a choice on who you can elect.

15: Especially women, I'd be like we only got the right to vote one hundred years 

ago. Our forefathers, the ladies before us, did a lot of work and went through a lot 

to get the right to vote and not voting is a spit in their face.

50: I knew I was going to [vote]. I think that [voting is] one of the greatest gifts we 

have, just being able to vote, being able to criticize the government without being 

thrown in jail, without being shot or executed. People take that stuff for granted… 

I think that with all that being said, I have to vote. It's my right, it's my duty, it's 

my citizenship, I have to.

Some students emphasized a fear for the state of our democracy, and as a result, their passion 

for politics and voting stemmed from a belief that our democracy needs to be defended. 

24: There are problems with our democracy, but at least we should take advan-

tage of this one thing that allows us to have some sort of representative say in our 

government. 

14: I feel like the system is broken, like how can people get away with so much 

stuff? It's just crazy how much power one person has over other people, so it 

makes me feel like this isn't entirely a democracy and there's a lot of power dy-

namics because elected officials have control over other elected officials. 

Students recognize that there is room for improvement in our electoral system, and at times, 

they feel powerless to enact real, meaningful change. However, at the root of it all, is a desire 

to be heard and involved in the political process. As a result, voting becomes one of the most 

important ways that students feel they can defend our democracy. 
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Policy Position

More than 20% of students were motivated to vote by policy positions. Additionally, a number 

of students who voted in local elections were focused on sparking change in their local commu-

nities. Students realize the impact their votes can have on a local election, and local policies are 

what are going to impact their day-to-day lives. However, sometimes there is a disconnect be-

tween the democratic process of voting and what that means for the community. Students will 

support a policy on a national scale, and not realize they can support the same policy during a 

local election. 

17: There are local elections – school board and city council. And those people 

are going to influence your life. And you are probably going to be able to influ-

ence that election because the just the number of people who are voting in it and 

are smaller and that usually went pretty well is just because so many I feel like so 

many people don't hear about the smaller elections, like all of the hype and all of 

the conversation is focused on like these larger national elections.

As supporting particular policy positions is the second-largest motivator to vote among UT stu-

dents, it is important for students to recognize how policy affects the community on national 

and local levels. Some students noted that their classmates' reluctance to engage civically stems 

from a perceived lack of awareness and understanding of policies.

45: I feel like for a lot of the people who don't vote, they don't see the connection 

between their ballot and [the] policies that affect them.

This highlights a need for a continued increase in voter education; followed by an even greater 

push for informed voter turnout. 
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Specific Candidate 

The third most frequently mentioned voter turnout motivator, reported by 11 percent of the 

students surveyed, was the draw of specific candidates. Candidates are one of the most recog-

nizable elements in the political process, and strong support from different constituencies, 

along with recognizability, often draws student voters to the polls. With the election of the first 

woman of color Vice President of the United States, the importance of representation was high-

lighted throughout the interviews. 

15: ...we were talking about Kamala, [and] despite her shortcomings at times, she 

really just broke so many ceilings at one time… I felt patriotic for the first time 

in many, many years. When Biden was inaugurated, I was in the Jester elevator, 

[and] when he [took] the oath of office, I [began] crying my eyes out because I felt 

normal and I felt somewhat safe for the first time in a very long time.

A LACK OF MOTIVATION TO VOTE 

Our survey data demonstrate that UT students are highly motivated to vote in elections, but 

this motivation is paired with some hesitation. Students were navigating a difficult political 

process, interpersonal conflict, COVID-19 adjustments, and misinformation. These difficulties 

create roadblocks in the voting process and could make students less likely to be repeat voters.

TABLE 2. COVID-19 CREATING VOTING UNCERTAINTY

UT Austin, TX Votes 2020 Survey Data
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COVID-19 created uncertainty around voting for roughly 22 percent of students surveyed. Stu-

dents who indicated that COVID-19 impacted their ability to vote on the survey were prompted 

to further explain the complications. Many students expressed concern about their safety due 

to potentially large crowds, while others experienced uncertainty regarding whether their ballot 

would be received in time when voting by mail. Below are some of the responses: 

[I was] worried about getting my mail-in ballot there on time, I overnighted the 

ballot to my home county through UPS for $30

Because of COVID, I ended up living outside of Texas and was worried that my 

absentee ballot would not get here in time so I had to re-register at the last sec-

ond to be able to vote here in person despite the risk.

How safe it would be to vote, whether to choose mail-in or go in person.

Some UT students perceived that there were processes being put in place to make it more 

difficult for their vote to be counted fairly. Several interviews emphasized gerrymandering as 

discouraging their friends and peers from voting, along with the confusion and misinformation 

surrounding mail-in-ballots’ validity in Texas. These factors combined led many students to 

question whether their vote matters. 

45: I know a lot of people who I'm friends with, they didn't vote because they 

didn't think that it mattered in a state that's so gerrymandered and there's so 

much, like, voter suppression happening, especially whenever they're really busy.

Several students found the voting process to be inaccessible. At the University of Texas at Aus-

tin, many students have experienced long wait times when attempting to cast their ballots in 

various elections. On election day during the 2019 Texas constitutional amendment vote, for 

example, students reported a 2-hour waiting period at the Flawn Academic Center (FAC).12 Long 

waits in polling lines have been reported for several elections in the past, as Texas leads the na-

12 Sparber, S. (2018). “FAC lines too long? Head to the PCL during early voting.” The Daily Texan, https://thedailytexan.

com/2018/09/19/fac-lines-too-long-head-to-the-pcl-during-early-voting/; and Dunning, S. (2018). “PCL polling location experi-

ences long early voting lines.” The Daily Texan, https://thedailytexan.com/2018/10/23/pcl-polling-location-experiences-long-ear-

ly-voting-lines/. 
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tion with the most closed polling locations since 2012.13 Following a student-led effort in 2017, 

UT received a second polling station on campus for major elections; however, some students 

emphasized that UT needs more to serve the student population adequately and support stu-

dent voting. 

10: Students started demanding having another polling place because realisti-

cally, as a college student, you have two, three hours to wait in between classes to 

go vote. It's you trying to get in line, and if it doesn't move forward, you're going 

to leave because it's either you eat or you study for an exam.

14: There are only two polling places, the FAC and PCL, and the lines wrap 

around the whole building and it was long. And I didn't know what early voting 

was. I think it was 2019 in the fall. There was one election, and I was at the FAC 

on Election Day. It was like 6:45 pm and I said, okay, I'll quickly vote and I'll get 

dinner. And then the line was like two hours long and I was like oh I want to go to 

dinner.

12: On the campus level, for example, the long voting lines are largely because 

polling locations have been cut.. I think [we] need a couple more [polling sta-

tions]. So when I voted for the midterms it was insane. There was this long 

looping [line] looping back on itself outside the PCL, and I had to miss a class 

because it was such a long wait… I think there needs to be another one or two 

more polling locations 

31: I feel like there's a big problem with the number of polling locations on 

campus. I think last I heard, there are supposed to be seven based on population 

and we only have two. And so I think that could be greatly improved and legally 

should be improved.

13 May, V. (2019). “Texas leads nation in polling location closures.” The Daily Texan, https://thedailytexan.com/2019/09/19/tex-

as-leads-nation-in-polling-location-closures/.
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SOCIAL PRESSURE TO TURNOUT TO VOTE

Many students have recognized the influence that their family, friends, peers, and professors 

have on their turning out to vote. While family and friends are the most influential in students 

voting, several students mentioned their professors making registering to vote available in their 

classes, as well as reminding students about early and election day voting. 

Impact of Friends and Family

The University of Texas at Austin saw record highs in voter turnout during the 2020 election. 

There are many reasons for this increase in voter turnout; the social pressure and support from 

family and friends seemed to have a significant impact. According to the TX Votes 2020 survey 

data, a majority of students, 85%, ranked their friends and family members as most supportive 

of their voting. This theme was also emphasized in the interviews. With many students return-

ing home to be with family during the early months of the pandemic and this being the first 

time many students were eligible to vote, family outings to the polls during early elections and 

on election day seemed to have had a positive impact on students’ accessibility to voting. The 

survey results are included in the following figure.

FIGURE 4. RANKING OF MOST TO LEAST SUPPORTIVE OF STUDENT VOTING

UT Austin, TX Votes 2020 Survey Data
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It is important to note that while classmates and professors were ranked below friends and fam-

ily in terms of who students felt most supported to vote by, a low ranking does not mean pro-

fessors and classmates were unsupportive or hostile towards student voting. Professors often do 

not have as much contact with students as friends and family, and this could explain why they 

are ranked lower according to students. Furthermore, throughout the interviews, numerous 

students commented on their professors reminding them to vote during early voting and elec-

tion day, as well as allowing student volunteer deputy registrars (VDRs) to register them to vote 

during class. Students’ communities and environment had a significant impact on their turning 

out to vote. 

When asked about their decision to vote, students responded: 

21: I know there was controversy around the ballots and stuff like sending them 

by mail, but I don't think that had anything to do with our decision. It was just 

like, "Oh, let's go vote as a family in person, wearing masks and stuff like that.

45: I wanted to get some of my friends to vote, and I knew if I was doing it, I 

could convince them to do it with me [go to the polls and vote].

11: I knew that I had to vote, and it was crazy because I had filled out a mail-in 

voting ballot and I never got it. And so I had to ask my sister to drive three hours 

from Houston to here to Austin to pick me up [and drive me back to Houston], go 

in early vote, and then come back literally the next day. So it was an experience 

and it was definitely hard to do, but it was the only way [to vote].14

Performative Aspect of Voting

The social pressure to visually perform and display political and civic engagement on social 

media around election time played a factor in students’ turning out to vote. The “I Voted” 

sticker has become a signifier of political engagement, without having a partisan connotation 

to it– unlike many other forms of political and civic engagement that have become an indica-

tor of partisanship. The sticker allows for individuals to display their commitment to voting, as 

well as civic and political engagement, without disclosing their political leanings. This results 

13 Two other students mentioned similar situations of having to drive to their hometowns in Houston last minute to vote.
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in increased social pressure to display your engagement, i.e. the sticker, on social media as a 

way of signaling the completion of your civic duty. Obtaining an “I Voted” sticker has become a 

reason or reward for voting. In total, 13 students, or 26% of those interviewed, mentioned their 

“I Voted” sticker and the incentive it provided unprompted during the interviews.

15: I remember as a kid, my teacher coming to school with an “I Voted” sticker, 

and that only happened in November. 

19: A couple of people sent me their sticker that said "I voted" and they're like, 

‘Look, I did it’ and I was like, ‘Yay.’

16: I got that little sticker, which was cool to show people.

23: It feels ceremonial for me, like knowing it's election day and the sticker feels 

more genuine getting it on May 1, or on November 3rd. It feels more like a holi-

day for me.

POLITICAL CONVERSATIONS

Political and civic engagement are often prominent topics of discussion across college campus-

es; however, with COVID-19 and the transition to online learning, many students saw a de-

crease in opportunity to interact with those with differing political opinions and views. Overall, 

this led to a siloing of political conversations for several students.  

Decrease in Oppositional Political Conversations 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, students experienced a plethora of political movements 

occurring alongside the 2020 election. The most commonly referenced movements included 

the Black Lives Matter protests, the January 6th insurrection, and the healthcare activism that 

occured due to the pandemic. This led students to believe the number of political conversations 

they were having increased due to the timeliness of these movements; however, many men-

tioned that the number of people with whom they were having these political conversations 

decreased. The move home for many students, alongside the increased difficulty in communi-

cating and meeting friends and the discomfort from online political conversations explained 

this trend. 
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When asked if they had as many interactions with those they view as different from them 

during the COVID-19 pandemic, students responded: 

21: I don't think so, especially since I'm at home. I get on Zoom for discussions 

and stuff, and I have this philosophy class, where there are clearly different peo-

ple than I am– from different backgrounds and stuff like that. So there's been a 

little bit of that [interactions with those different], but I think because of COVID, 

I have not had the opportunity at all to.

38: I guess I haven't had a discussion with someone who's different from me, 

[outside of covid] I do think there might be more. There might have been more 

opportunity to engage with people who are different to me

20: Right now, it's pretty much limited to that [family], just because that's who I'm 

living with, and I haven't really had much of an opportunity to talk to other class-

mates that much, unless they put us in breakout groups or something in class.

Siloing of Political Conversations and Interactions

Throughout the 2020 election, students noted a siloing of interactions between students. 

Without the informal spaces frequented by in-person schooling, many students were confined 

to their “bubble” of friends that more often than not consisted of like-minded individuals. This 

led to a decline in opportunities to interact with students holding different viewpoints. Fur-

ther, students that self-identified as in the political minority on campus often felt ignored or 

attacked by students they identified as in the political majority. This sentiment of being ignored 

or attacked was almost exclusively alluded to by students identifying as Republican or Liber-

tarian. Students who identify as a Democrat who had Republican or Libertarian friends or peers 

expressed finding it difficult to have “productive conversations” (as one student put it) with 

them. This demonstrates that on both sides of the aisle, students were finding it difficult to 

have conversations with their friends and peers who politically disagreed with them.

When asked about their political conversations with other students, students responded: 

23: I'll say speaking for us on the student body [in the political minority] there 

has been pretty clear animus towards certain political views, and there have been 
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conversations that I've engaged in where it's shut down, and people don't want to 

engage in that conversation because there's a different opinion on it. And that's 

frustrating for sure, because I know there are number of students who side with 

me in the political minority who feel as if there isn't even a reasonable worthwhile 

means of engaging those conversations because it might be immediately labeled 

as uncompassionate or imprudent, or whatever the prerogative might be, that 

has been a problem with very incendiary policies.

50: Within some of my friends groups, we all talk about these kinda things a lot 

more [politics]. Within other groups, I just don't even try, just because the first 

thing, it's just like, ‘You're Republican, your opinion doesn't matter,’ and I'm like, 

‘Okay, Alright.’ So, I just don't even bother with some of those circles.

15: My friends who are Republicans, we don't talk politics.

AVOIDANCE OF POLITICAL CONVERSATIONS

In addition to the decrease of oppositional political conversations, many students expressed be-

ing uncomfortable with online political conversations. The loss of informal spaces provided by 

college campuses led to an overall decrease in opportunities of civic and political engagement 

for many students. 

Online Political Conversations, or the Lack Thereof

Online political conversations did not make up for the loss of informal spaces due to the pan-

demic. Many believe that political conversations are often deeply personal and contentious and 

a lot gets lost in online conversations including tone and body language. The inability to convey 

meaning fully hindered some individuals from engaging in political conversations throughout 

the COVID-19 pandemic and 2020 election. On the other hand, a minority of students expressed 

a preference for online political conversations due to the ability for a fast and simple way to fact 

check claims and look up information without disturbing the flow of conversation. 

22: I think in general, people are more brave when they're on a keyboard rath-

er than actually talking to someone, or at least it's easier to see a conversation 

going the wrong way and break it off when you're in person you know.
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19: I would say it's [political conversations] definitely harder online because I'm 

also very much ADHD. I read facial expressions and I'm all about reading the 

room, and that's how I converse very well. I'm often misunderstood through texts, 

and even on Zoom sometimes 

45: I don't think it's very effective [political conversations online] if I'm being 

completely honest, like even in forums where you're meant to share like unpop-

ular opinions or like things that change people's views, things tend to get very 

heated and very personal very quickly because, I mean, that's like the nature of 

politics, that these decisions affect people's lives and people care about their lives.

Uniformed, Misinformed, and Propaganda

Many students are reluctant to engage in political conversations due to their perception that 

they, or their peers, are uninformed or misinformed. Overall, a large minority of students sur-

veyed, 40 percent, believed that the university population is not well informed. 

TABLE 3. STUDENTS’ PERCEPTION OF INFORMED ENGAGEMENT

UT Austin, TX Votes 2020 Survey Data

This trend was also reflected in the interviews where students commented: 

22: No, I don't [think a lot of voters are informed]. Yeah, I'm not sure if I can have 

evidence to support my thinking on that. Maybe I'm just pessimistic, but general-

ly I don't think people are as educated as they could be.

23: (Do you think a lot of people are informed voters?) No. I think maybe on a 

presidential candidate, yeah, I think they're gonna be informed on that. But gen-
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erally if you're voting down ballot, you probably aren't approaching objectively 

and critically. So I'd say, close to 50% of people aren't fully informed on what it is 

they're voting for, especially with how the legalese applied to various propositions 

can be so confusing. I'm not saying that as a plight, I'm saying that because it can 

be really challenging to know what you're voting for.

The fear of being misinformed or uninformed hindered students' engagement in political con-

versations. Further, many viewed those with opposing political opinions as “misinformed” or 

“informed by different sources.” The notion that all sources are seen as valid and reliable was 

underscored in these opinions, especially when they focused on politically contentious topics. 

17: Definitely people are afraid to get involved– I think people are really afraid 

to be wrong, and so they don't want to say anything because they're not sure it's 

right. And it's usually the people who are like the most informed that are scared 

about being wrong. I think there's a correlation between, like knowledge and like 

fear of spreading misinformation, which I know at least for me is true.

15: If by informed you mean taking in the propaganda your family has presented 

you with like your whole life then, sure, but like, I don't know how we can be the 

arbiters of, like, what is good and what is wrong. So like his family, I guess really 

thought that was the right thing. 

45: I do feel like they were informed they probably consume different media than 

me, but nonetheless, like they knew things about the topic.

Major on Campus

Political avoidance varied by major. STEM and Business majors historically have the lowest 

voter turnout rate on college campuses. The chart below shows that business (green bars) and 

STEM (dark blue bars) majors tended to have lower levels of voter turnout. In 2016, voter turn-

out for business majors was 49%, average voter turnout by STEM majors was 48.8%, and average 

voter turnout by other majors was 54.9%. Although turnout numbers increased for all majors in 

2020, the disparities remained: voter turnout for business majors was 69%, average voter turn-

out by STEM majors was 65.2% , and average voter turnout by other majors was 71.8%   Across 

the board, students studying STEM or Business turn out to vote at the lowest rates, and the 
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University of Texas at Austin is not an exception.15 It is important to note that voter turnout for 

all majors, including STEM and business majors, increased drastically in 2020.

FIGURE 4. 2016 AND 2020 VOTING RATE BY MAJOR

UT Austin, NSVLE Data

13 NSLVE. (2020). “Democracy Counts 2020: Record-Breaking Turnout and Resiliency.”

Note: The percentages shown are for the 2020 data. The green bars are for business majors and the dark blue 

bars are for STEM-related majors.

Through the interviews, many STEM and Business majors mentioned that their classes do 

not directly relate to politics, therefore, it is not often discussed in class or with their peers in 

similar majors. Many students also expressed the view that their classmates and peers in STEM 

fields were not politically engaged or informed. 
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When asked if they felt their peers in their field of study were informed, one student responded:

39: No, I don't think so. I'm a biochemistry major, and I really think that a lot of 

people don't care. I know my sister personally couldn’t care less. I feel like they 

don't see it as something that will affect them. Most of their focus is on science. 

And so they see a career, like a career in research science or in medicine, and they 

don't see it [politics] affecting their daily lives.

The Mail-In-Ballot Debacle

The confusion and debate surrounding the validity of mail-in-ballots or absentee ballots during 

the 2020 election sowed doubt for many students about their access to these methods of voting. 

Many University of Texas at Austin students remained confused about whether they were eligi-

ble for mail-in-voting and if it would be received and counted in time for the election. This cul-

tivated an environment of distrust in the 2020 election and the US Postal Service.16 Moreover, 

many expressed the fear that the debate surrounding mail-in-ballots could be used to challenge 

or dismiss future election results for many years to come. 

When describing the mail-in-ballot debate or process, students responded: 

16: I feel like there are some trust issues when it relates to mail-in-ballots, but 

since I'm not too familiar with how the process works, I can't make a firm deci-

sion on how exactly it would impact the election.

15: I would not trust the USPS because our lovely president literally sabotaged 

the Postal Service because he was spreading the big lie that mail in ballots were 

not truthful. And my friend goes to Vanderbilt, her brother goes to Michigan, and 

I was checking the status of both of their absentee ballots like his came in his was 

counted by Collin County. Hers was not counted by Collin County, even though it 

came in like well before the cutoff. The attacks that he [President Trump] made 

13 Timm, J. & Huynh, A. (2020). “New mail voter ID rules sow confusion in Texas with thousands of ballots at risk of rejection.” NBC 

News, https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/elections/new-mail-voter-id-rules-sow-confusion-texas-thousands-ballots-risk-rej-rc-

na16637; Ramsey, R. (2020). “Analysis: When 1 in 8 Texas mail ballots gets trashed, that’s vote suppression.” Texas Tribune, https://

www.texastribune.org/2022/03/18/texas-rejected-election-ballots/.
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on the integrity of our elections here are by far the worst thing he did, because 

in the future, every time the GOP loses something, they're going to be like, ‘The 

election was rigged.’

17: I think there's a lot of people who don't want Americans voting that are both 

trying to make the mail-in-voting unsafe and they are trying to convince people 

that mail-in-voting is unsafe. And I think a lot of people definitely believe it, that 

it's true.

19: I still vote in Florida. So for this election (2020), they kept pulling all the 

ballot boxes out of Florida, and they did that to us too, so I got my mom to get my 

absentee ballot, she overnighted it to me, I filled it out that day and I overnighted 

it UPS back, so that was probably $26 and two UPS shipping trackings, and then 

I had my mom text me when she was ready or when she had already sent it in. 

But I would say that that was a significant barrier to get it in on time. 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

Based on the survey and interview data, these are a few recommendations to further support 

increase civic engagement for UT students:

• Focus on Local and State Government: Voting is an essential part of our political pro-

cess and democracy. Beyond voting, many students expressed an interest in other forms of 

civic engagement, including interacting directly with politicians and/or getting involved in 

particular political issues. Furthermore, students recognize the influences of local and state 

governments, and many are actively seeking out ways to become more informed about their 

local communities. A concentrated effort to involve and inform students on local and state 

matters could have meaningful effects on not only engaging students, but also restoring 

their faith in the importance of voting and political participation as a whole. 

• STEM and Business Voting: While considerable effort and attention is already devoted 

to engaging STEM and business students, two demographics with historically low voter 

turnout rates, it is essential that they receive detailed and specific information about civic 

engagement.  
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• Multiple On-Campus Polling Sites: The increase in voting sites on the University of Texas 

at Austin campus positively affected the accessibility of voting for students; however, stu-

dents still experienced long lines to vote, especially on election day. These long wait times 

have the largest impact on students who do not have a lot of time in their schedule between 

classes, extracurriculars, and work. These are students who are directly impacted by the 

decisions of local, state, and national legislatures, but are routinely left out of the decision 

making process. By increasing the number of polling places on campus, as well as potential-

ly placing one in an area with historically low voter turnout (i.e. a STEM or business build-

ing) a more equitable voting process could be created on campus.
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